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Recent advances for fabricating micro-featured architectures such as posts or pillars in ﬂuidic devices
provide exciting opportunities for multiphase ﬂow management. Here we describe a novel, multiscale
modeling approach for two-phase ﬂows in microfeatured architectures developed within the Shan and
Chen Lattice Boltzmann method. In our approach a ﬁne scale is used to resolve the true microfeatured
architecture, with a coarser scale used to model the gross geometry of the device. We develop the basic
features of the approach and demonstrate its applicability to modeling retention times of droplets of a
dispersed phase in an array of microposts – an architecture used in microﬂuidic reactors, bioreactors,
and biomedical devises. Additionally we show that it is feasible to model the microfeatured geometry
in a piecewise manner which includes extrapolating dispersed phase ﬂow characteristics in the entire
system based on simulations in smaller subdomains.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Microtechnology and process intensiﬁcation are gaining an
increasingly larger role in the engineering design of emerging
technologies. A major impetus in introducing microscale-based
technologies emerges from fundamental, architectural, economical, and safety/security advantages. As a technical approach a
microscale-based engineering design establishes directions for
potentially innovative solutions in many aspects of technology
design (intensiﬁcation of mass and heat transfer, intensiﬁcation of
chemical process rates, chemical product distribution and yield,
process control, process safety, process scale-up) and applications
(organic and inorganic chemical synthesis and processing, unit
operations, environmental technologies, energy conversion technologies, renewable energy technologies). A comprehensive review
of these topics can be found in Jensen (2001). For more general considerations of microreactors alone we refer to review articles such
as Kolb and Hessel (2004), Kiwi-Minsker and Renken (2005) and
Hartman and Jensen (2009).
Multiphase ﬂows in microscale structures provide additional
complexity and opportunity for the engineering design. Novel
designs of multiphase systems in chemical reaction processes
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(Hessel et al., 2005; Günther and Jensen, 2006), phase separations
(Lam et al., 2013; Wiesegger et al., 2013), mixers (Zhao et al., 2006),
and analytical devices (Huh et al., 2002), are all evidences for the
proliferation of microscale-based technologies. Multiphase ﬂows
can also be an undesirable side effect occurring during device operation; a scenario that can be a consequence of normal process
performance such as boiling in microscale heat exchangers. Often
two-phase ﬂow originates through introduction of the unwanted
phase into the system from its surroundings, such as leaks of air
bubbles entering the system through equipment gaps or with process feed (Gravesen et al., 1993; Jensen et al., 2004; Sparks et al.,
2007). An unaccounted second phase may lead to systems’ reduced
efﬁciency, malfunctions and damage. Elimination of undesirable
phase in microscale-based devices is often difﬁcult, thus, a large
part of research efforts are focused on proper accommodation of
unwanted phases and their inﬂuence. Doku et al. (2005) provides
an outline of different multiphase microreactor designs, whereas
Kohnle et al. (2002), Litterst et al. (2004) and Chung et al. (2008)
report on microchannel based architectural solutions for improved
bubble mobility.
Microscale architectures with features such as microposts or
pillars partially or fully replacing classic microchannel arrays, represent a relatively unexplored and advantageous design option.
Deployment of microposts in microscale-based devices creates
ﬂexible technical solutions. The introduction of microposts has
the potential for addressing numerous microscale-based process
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requirements due to conveniently positioned internal surface areas
for catalyst deposition and new opportunities for manipulation of
two-phase ﬂow. The beneﬁts of chemical processes with solid catalysts is emphasized in Doku et al. (2005) whereas their application
in microscale heat exchangers is experimentally and theoretically
investigated in Krishnamurthy and Peles (2008).
Theoretical and mathematical models for multiphase ﬂows in
microscale-based structures differ substantially from macroscale
systems due to the small characteristic dimensions of microscale
features, and very large aspect ratios. In immiscible ﬂuid mixtures,
interface physics becomes a major contributor to ﬂuid dynamics,
and eat and mass transfer. Interfacial and viscous forces often dominate over inertia and buoyancy. In addition, the proximity of walls,
the presence of architectural microfeatures, and catalysts coatings
create important ﬂuid–solid interactions. The hydrodynamic characteristics of gas–liquid ﬂows in pillared microstructures were
experimentally investigated and compared to conventional theoretical models and correlations by Krishnamurthy and Peles (2007)
and De Loos et al. (2010). Results varied from established models
and furthermore Krishnamurthy and Peles (2007) deﬁned a new
two-phase ﬂow pattern regime, bridge ﬂow, observed in micropillar arrays.
Design opportunities for micropillared complex architectures
therefore include not only geometric considerations, but also variables such as solid afﬁnities towards different phases, surface
tension manipulation, surface modiﬁcation of posts with functional chemical groups, and others. Comprehensive and efﬁcient
design requires computational tools though the beneﬁts of numerical simulations are not conﬁned to the design aspects only (Jensen,
2001). The importance of interfaces, geometric complexity, and
commonly occurring device high aspect ratios imply high resolution and large computational efforts. Multiscale modeling provides
the capacity for sufﬁciently accurate simulations with reasonable
computational costs.
We propose a novel, multiscale modeling approach for numerical simulations of two-phase ﬂow in complex microarchitectures
developed within framework of the Lattice Boltzmann method. Due
to its capabilities in representing ﬂuid–ﬂuid and ﬂuid–solid interactions. The proposed approach can be extended to multiphase
systems but here we present results obtained for two-phase ﬂow
only.
We focus on multiscale modeling of dispersed phase retention
time. We perform simulations with fully resolved microfeatured
geometry based on which we develop a force operator that when
applied on the dispersed phase in an empty geometry yields sufﬁciently similar dispersed phase retention time. The force operator
is robust and once developed becomes applicable for a range of
dispersed phase sizes and operating conditions. This provides an
opportunity for reducing computational effort by replacing part
of the simulations in the geometrically resolved domain with
computationally less intensive empty domain. Additionally, we
demonstrate that it is possible to extrapolate information on the
ﬂow based on piecewise simulations instead of the entire domain.
This feature is an especially important capability of the proposed
approach as it could enable accurate computations of systems previously too large to simulate.

2. Description of multiscale modeling approach
2.1. Scope
The proposed multiscale modeling approach is suitable for
the modeling of two-phase ﬂow phenomena in microscale-based
structures with features such as posts and pillars (Fig. 1). The repetitive design of these microarchitectures enables identiﬁcation of

Fig. 1. Microscale device with cylindrical pillars as schematically displayed. Device
image courtesy of Microproducts Breakthrough Institute.

representative regions that can provide the bases for estimates of
a global behavior similar to representative volumes and unit cells
in porous media.
The multiscale modeling approach we propose here has the
ability to communicate critically needed information from locally
highly resolved model or domain into a global, less resolved
model/domain. An observed phenomenon could emerge from
considerations of mass or heat transfer, chemical kinetics, characteristic process times, speciﬁc surface area, presence of energy
ﬁelds/forces, interfacial forces, or any other observable occurrence
which arises from structural, operating or process dynamic characteristics of the microscale-based structure.
Example of variables that can undergo proposed multiscale
modeling are dispersed phase retention time, ﬂow direction and
chemical reactivity. Here we demonstrate the applicability of our
approach on dispersed phase retention time which we deﬁne as
the time needed for the dispersed phase to cross either the whole
system in question or different subsections of the system.
2.2. Components
We distinguish two modeling levels that represent ﬁne and
coarse modeling scales connected through an information carrier,
coupling operator.
• Fine scale (lower level)
The ﬁne scale or lower level is the entire microscale-based
structure or its subdomain with fully resolved architecture such
as posts and pillars. In general, this level requires implementation of ﬁner computational grids to capture correct inter-ﬂuid
and ﬂuid–solid interactions.
• Coarse scale (upper level)
The coarse scale or upper level is the same structure without the
micro-features, an “empty” or geometrically uniform domain.
This level retains only gross architectural features such as walls,
inlets and outlets. The computational grid on this level can be
signiﬁcantly coarser than in the ﬁne scale simulations.
• Coupling operator
The coupling operator ensures transfer of information from ﬁne
to coarse scales. Here it provides sufﬁciently close retention
time of dispersed phase on the coarse scale as on the ﬁne scale.
The coupling operator is a discrete scalar or vector ﬁeld applied
on the interface of the dispersed phase. In the case of retention
time it is a vector ﬁeld with the vector quantities referred to as
forcing terms or interfacial forcing terms.
The forcing terms magnitudes may be constant throughout the
system and, in which case the upper level simulations model the
dispersed phase behavior as average over the entire device. The
magnitudes can also have different values in distinct sections of
the device such as in or around inlet or outlet regions, or in the
bulk of a post array, leading to separated effective behavior in each
section considered. The direction of the coupling operator depends
on the inﬂuence of system architecture and ﬂow parameters on
the dispersed phase. The information passed to the upper level
through the coupling operator is reduced. For example, in the case
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of retention time, the shape of the droplets of a dispersed phase is
not explicitly accounted for, but its net effect is incorporated into
the obtained operator. The thickness of the interface on which the
forcing terms act is a variable of choice. In the Shan and Chen LBM
interfaces between phases have a ﬁnite thickness of at least several
computational nodes. In the simulations presented here the interface inﬂuenced was roughly half of the interfacial region from the
side of the dispersed phase which corresponds to 3–4 computational nodes.
2.3. Procedure
The basic concept for the modeling procedure of dispersed phase
ﬂow is shown schematically in Fig. 2. On the ﬁne scale where
detailed architectural features are included, ﬂow of the dispersed
phase is mostly inﬂuenced by capillary and viscous forces. On the
coarse scale, the capillary forces become negligible and inertia
starts dominating along with viscous forces. The coupling operator
serves as a correction for the net effect of the neglected capillary
forces on the coarse scale. The net effect is a change of velocity or direction of the dispersed phase when ﬂowing through the
microfeatured structure. By applying the coupling operator on the
interface of the dispersed phase the inﬂuence of the microfeatures
is restored to the degree of accuracy necessary for the given problem.
Development of the coupling operator consist of three steps:
(1) construction, (2) implementation and (3) veriﬁcation. Construction of the operator begins with two-phase ﬂow simulations on the
lower and upper levels. First the upper level is modeled without
applying the coupling operator in order to determine the dispersed phase retention time relative to the lower level and the
corresponding force directions. After this, the coupling operator
magnitudes are determined as a ﬁtted parameter. Through this ﬁtting approach the coupling operator is found by an iterative back
and forth communication of simulations at the upper and lower
levels. The procedure is automated and can be done on the ﬂy. The
coupling operator can be computed with any desired accuracy up
to a single LBM time step. In physical units, the precision of the
operator would thus vary with the grid size and adopted scaling
as described in Section 5.2. Often, as in this work, coarser operator approximations prove sufﬁcient. Possibilities for obtaining an
analytical expression for the coupling operator were explored, but
while we understand the phenomenon giving rise to the friction
force the coupling between the carrier ﬂow, bubble-shape, and
post array is complex making explicit derivation of this operator intractable. Meanwhile, as there exist clear physical trends in
operator values, with progress of simulations one can build an
operator library that correlates ﬂow and post setups to operator
values. Using such correlations would provide good initial guesses
for the iterative procedure or even sufﬁciently accurate, ready to
use, operator values.
The last step, veriﬁcation, is performed separately and is referred
herein as the operator robustness. By robustness we deﬁne broadness of the applicability or transferability of the developed coupling
operator. It is expected that if the operator values mainly depend
on the geometrical structure, the coupling operator obtained for a
speciﬁc dispersed phase size and continuous ﬂuid velocity should
also be applicable for an interval of different dispersed phase sizes
and continuous ﬂuid velocities.
The veriﬁcation or robustness study involves reusing the coupling operator obtained in steps (1) and (2) above in simulations
with the same microarchitecture, but different operational conditions and dispersed phase sizes. This is an important step, as
without a degree of robustness the proposed modeling approach
does not provide any computational beneﬁt. Hence, through this
procedure we measure the range of validity of the obtained
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coupling operator, estimate errors and decide whether it is sufﬁciently accurate and robust for the given problem.
The approach is intended to model the upper level with a coarser
grid than the lower level as the need for reﬁnement of small segments in between microfeatures ceases. Utilization of coarser grid
provides a ﬁrst opportunity for reduction in computational effort
as long as the coupling operator is sufﬁciently robust.
We distinguish two modeling strategies, modeling of the whole
system and piecewise modeling. In the ﬁrst case, ﬁne and coarse
scales keep their original dimensions throughout the modeling and
operator development procedure. In contrast, in piecewise modeling instead of modeling the entire architecture on the ﬁne scale
we model only representative portions of the architecture such as
inlet and outlet areas and the bulk of the post region. These regions
are transformed into subdomains of smaller sizes than the original target domains in order to retrieve the coupling operator. Once
the coupling operator is obtained locally within the subdomains it’s
values are extrapolated to cover the entire structure. This approach
provides the possibility for simulating architectures currently too
computationally intensive.
In this work we implement the proposed multiscale modeling
approach on two simple systems with rectangular microfeatures.
We obtain coupling operators and investigate their properties,
alternative forms and robustness. We demonstrate the proposed
approach on both an upper level with the same grid size as the
lower level and an upper level with a signiﬁcantly coarser grid.
Finally, we present piecewise modeling results and develop criteria
for subdomain construction.
3. Lattice Boltzmann method and proposed multiscale
extension
3.1. Shan and Chen lattice Boltzmann method
The Lattice Boltzmann method is a mesoscopic modeling
method based on kinetic theory of gasses in which each computational node represents a group of pseudo-ﬂuid molecules. We
utilize the Shan and Chen (SC) type LBM framework which is
suitable for our multiscale extension (Shan and Chen, 1993). SC
LBM has been successfully applied in modeling of various multiphase phenomena such as Laplace law or spinodal decomposition
(Sukop and Thorne, 2007). In Porter et al. (2009) we ﬁnd SC
LBM modeling of two-phase ﬂows through porous media with
good agreement between numerical results and experimental data
for air/water systems. SC LBM modeling of the multiphase ﬂow
through microchannel geometries has also been successfully validated with experimental observations by Yu et al. (2007) and Wang
et al. (2011). A comprehensive overview of SC LBM as well as other
methods from LBM class for modeling of multiphase ﬂows can be
found in Huang et al. (2015).
SC LBM consists of solving the density distribution function in
the ath discrete velocity direction, fa of each modelled species ,
fa (x + ea t, t + t) = fa (x, t) −






t  
,eq
fa (x, t) − fa
(x, t)


 

Streaming





(1)

Collision

  is the relaxation time that is related to the kinematic viscosity
by√ = cs2 ( − 0.5t). cs is the lattice speed and measures cs =
c/ 3, c = x/t. x is lattice spacing and t is the time step, in
,eq
is
this work measuring 1 lattice unit (lu) and 1 time step (ts). fa
the equilibrium density distribution function,


,eq
fa

(x, t) = wa 

eq 2

eq

1+

ea · u
cs2

+

ea · u
2cs4

eq 2

−

u

2cs2

(2)
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Fig. 2. Proposed multiscale modeling concept for multiscale modeling of dispersed phase ﬂow.

with ea being discrete velocities. For the D2Q9 lattice with two
spatial dimensions and nine directions these are,



[e0 , e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , e5 , e6 , e7 , e8 ] =

=c
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(3)

 1 
f ea
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.
1



(x + ea t, t) ea

(4)

a

repulsive interactions between different species,
Fr, (x, t) = −G ¯  (x, t)



wa ¯ (x + ea t, t) ea

(5)

a



wa s (x + ea t, t) ea

(6)

a

G , G ¯ and Gs, are interaction parameters. Gs, depends on the
wettability of the given ﬂuid and can be calibrated or estimated to
reproduce the desired material-ﬂuid set.  (Eq. (6)) is an interaction potential which is a function of ﬂuid density. s (Eq. (8)) is an
indicator function equal to 1 at the nodes occupied by solid and 0
elsewhere.
Following Buick and Greated (2000) volume, driving force, Fbulk
is included between the collision step and the streaming step (Eq.
(1)). Fbulk forcing term is added to intermediate distribution func
tion, fa values as,








fa = fa + Fbulk = fa + ˇfbulk ea,bulk = fa +

1
f
e
6 bulk a,bulk

(7)


fa

yielding
that enters the streaming step of the algorithm. fbulk
is the magnitude of the bulk force and vector ei,bulk speciﬁes force
direction. ˇ = D2 with D = 2 and Q = 9 while cn2 = cs2 (D + 2).
Qc n

8
f e
a=0 a a



 ¯

+

1
2







(Fr, + Fs, ) .

G ¯  ¯ .

In this work, as outlined in Section 2.2, the coupling operator
consists of discrete vector quantities, the interfacial forcing terms.
Each computational node is assigned a forcing term deﬁned as
1
f (x, t) ea,int (x, t)
6 int

(8)

where fint (x, t) is the magnitude of the interfacial forcing term and
ea,int (x, t) is a vector that speciﬁes the direction of the forcing term
at a given location. Magnitudes of the forcing term may vary or be
constant throughout the computational domain. If the dispersed
phase is accelerated, the direction vector becomes the same as the
bulk ﬂow discrete velocity vector in the ﬂow direction, here y (Eq.
(3)). The interfacial forcing term for the ith node can be written as,
Fiint =

1 i
f
6 int



0

−1

0

1 −1

−1

1

1 0



(9)

Whereas in case of deceleration it is

and interactions with solids,
Fs, (x, t) = −Gs,  (x, t)

  ,

3.2. Multiscale extension

Fint (x, t) =


 

Ftot is the total force acting on each ﬂuid node. In a two-phase
ﬂow system it consists of forcing terms originating from attractive
interactions within the same species,
wa



Total system pressure is p = cs2  + 12 cs2

0



1


ey

−1

(x, t)

u=

system are  =

and densities of all modeled species, u =





ex

with
wa = 4/9 (a = 0) , wa = 1/9 (a = 1, 2, 3, 4) , wa =
eq
eq
1/36 (a = 5, 6, 7, 8). u is the equilibrium velocity, u =
u +  Ftot . u is the composite velocity that combines velocities

Fa, (x, t) = −G

(Huang et al., 2007). Macroscopic densities and velocities for each
8 
8 
f , u =
f e and for the entire
component  are  =
a=0 a
a=0 a a

We incorporate only repulsive interactions between different
species which is a common assumption encountered in literature

Fiint =

1 i
f
6 int



0

1 0

−1

1 1

−1

−1

0



(10)

All other directions are derived in the same manner. For instance, if
the dispersed phase is ﬂowing in the positive x direction, orthogonal
to the main ﬂow, the interfacial forcing term can be expressed as,
Fiint =

1 i
f
6 int



1 0

−1

0

1 −1

1 1 0



(11)

We choose to incorporate the coupling operator into LBM along
with the bulk driving force due to ﬂexibility of direction choices and
clarity. With the inclusion of the coupling operator Eq. (9) becomes,




fa (x, t) = fa + Fbulk + Fint (x, t) = fa
+




1
f
e
+ fint (x, t) ea,int (x, t)
6 bulk a,bulk

(12)

Again, this force addition step follows the collision step whereas

fa (x, t) enters the streaming part of the algorithm. The notation
used in Eq. (12) highlights the assumption of that the bulk driving
force is independent of time and space as opposed to the interfacial
forcing term which is allowed to vary with both.
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Fig. 3. Formation of static contact angle of a droplet on a solid substrate.
Table 1
Static contact angles of a liquid droplet as compared with Huang et al. (2007).
Gs,liquid

Huang et al. (2007), ◦

Our model, ◦

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
−0.1
−0.2
−0.3
−0.4

158.3
135.1
117.0
103.2
75.3
59.5
40.6
18.9

162.6
136.7
117.8
103.6
77.2
61.7
41.3
19.8

3.3. Fluid properties and implementation
We use the ﬂuid properties developed in Huang et al. (2007)
with densities and viscosities of both ﬂuids being equal. This scenario is often assumed in the LBM simulations and has been proven
to be successful in many applications (Martys and Chen, 1996; Pan
et al., 2004; Porter et al., 2009).
The bulk density, b , of both ﬂuids is 2.0 and the dissolved
density, d is 0.06. The kinematic viscosity is 61 and the repulsive interaction strength, G ¯ is 0.9, which leads to a surface
tension of 0.18. The adsorption potential for ﬂuid-solid interactions, Gs, is 0 or −0.4 for the continuous ﬂuid and 0 or 0.4 for
the droplet. For clarity, we refer to the continuous phase as liquid
and dispersed phase as droplet, since unit viscosity ratios make the
two-phases like immiscible liquids. The interfacial nodes that are
affected by the multiscale operator were found based on density
criterion, l − dp < 0 & dp ≤ b & dp > d , where dp and
l are droplet and liquid/continuous phase densities, respectively.
This criterion places the cut-off of the interface halfway between
the two phases and ensures that the coupling operator will inﬂuence several interfacial nodes.
For simulations and data analysis we use in-house programs
developed in MATLAB. The programs are fully parallelized and were
run on 11–12 Intel Xeon X5690 3.47 GHz processors. Programs for
multicomponent LBM were validated with examples from Sukop
and Thorne (2007) and some of the results reported by Huang et al.
(2007). Here we present one relevant group of validation results
that are part of the ﬂuid–solid interaction parameter determination (Fig. 3, Table 1, Eq. (6)). A liquid droplet is placed near or on
a solid substrate and allowed to equilibrate. The resulting static
contact angle will vary with applied Gs, . We compared our results
with Huang et al. (2007) and consider the agreement satisfactory.
Contact angle values were measured computationally following a
technique in the aforementioned publication and we explain the
variations with resolution differences.
4. Impact of multiscale extension
To investigate the impact of the proposed multiscale approach
on the Lattice Boltzmann method we have performed a series
of simulations with various interfacial forcing terms. The forcing
terms used had constant magnitudes or linear magnitude gradient.
Directions of the forces were along, opposite or orthogonal to the

Fig. 4. Numerical setup for investigation of the impact of proposed numerical
approach on LBM.

bulk driving force as shown in Eqs. (9)–(11), respectively. Walls
were made highly droplet repellent with ﬂuid–solid interaction
parameters (Eq. (6)) Gs,d = 0.4 and Gs,l =−0.4.
The numerical setup consists of a droplet positioned in the middle of the domain (Fig. 4). The side boundaries were reﬂecting walls
with no-slip, halfway bounce-back boundary condition and the top
and bottom boundaries were periodic. The system was driven with
a body force that acted on both ﬂuids, and due to the applied coupling operators, the droplet could accelerate, decelerate or change
direction where suitable. The results are presented in Figs. 5–7.
Results are shown for two magnitudes of operators (fint ) relative to the bulk force magnitude (fbulk ). Fig. 5 shows the results
of applying coupling operators with direction opposite to the bulk
driving force. The droplet affected by the lower magnitude operator re-enters the domain while the droplet under the action
of higher magnitude operator deforms and starts ﬂowing in the
direction opposite to the ﬂow. Fig. 6 represents the case where
the coupling operator has the same direction as the body force.
Both droplets accelerate proportionally to the magnitudes applied.
Droplet affected by the higher magnitude operator is closer to the
domain middle at the time when the less affected droplet is still reentering the domain. Fig. 7 shows the results of applying coupling
operators acting orthogonal to the main ﬂow direction. The larger
magnitude operator causes signiﬁcant deformation of the droplet.
The droplet does not come in direct contact with the solid walls
due to high repulsive interactions.
Material balance for all coupling operators used closes within
less than 0.07% and there were no instabilities or numerical artifacts detected. The condition used for tracking interfacial nodes
tends to include interior portions of the bubble instead of only target interfacial nodes, and the inclusion of interior nodes is caused
by slight mass loss due the application of the coupling operator. This phenomenon decreases the operator robustness as the
thickness of the interface under operator action varies with less
control. To negate this, the interface condition can be adaptive
to include only ﬁxed number of interfacial nodes to avoid excessive and unpredictable effects of the applied coupling operator.
One example would be to use an extended interface locating criterion, namely in addition to the criterion deﬁned in Section 3.3,
F1 = l − dp < 0 & dp ≤ b & dp > d , a second criterion
could be used, F2 = dp > 0 . 0 is a density threshold that by value
is closer to bulk droplet density, for instance if the bulk density is
2.0, 0 can be 1.95. With these two criteria, interfacial nodes inﬂuenced by the coupling operator are nodes for which F1–F2 > 0. This
extended condition is both more accurate and stable, but also computationally more intensive. The initial number of interfacial nodes
can be recorded, and if it increases signiﬁcantly during the simulation, the number of interfacial nodes can be changed by varying
the 0 threshold. This condition can also be used as it is, without
the adaptiveness.
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Fig. 5. Results of applying coupling operators, fint with direction opposite to the bulk driving force, fbulk .

The magnitudes of the forcing term have a broad enough span
and droplets do respond to coupling operators proportionally to
forcing term magnitudes and consistently with the force directions.
5. Multiscale modeling of domains with posts
In this section we present simulations results of a droplet ﬂowing through arrays of solid posts and subsequent applications of
our multiscale modeling approach on these model systems. We use
two post conﬁgurations (Fig. 8) with different number and dimensions of posts. Top and bottom boundaries are periodic and sides
are no-slip walls. Gs, is zero for both components ensuring neutral
afﬁnity of both ﬂuids towards the solid features. The coarse scale
domain is empty with walls only. Sizes of ﬁne and coarse domains
were 600 × 600 lattice units (lu). Multiscale modeling of a coarse
scale with coarser grid is discussed in Section 6.2. The droplet has
a radius of Rd = 62.25 lu for all simulations in this section and it is
initially placed in the center of the domain, upstream from the post
array.
5.1. Droplet retention times
Retention times are computed based on the position of nodes
that contribute to the interface and are summarized in Table 2. We
deﬁne several time intervals:

Table 2
Droplet retention times.
Setup

T1 , ts

T2 , ts

Setup 1 (S1)
Setup 2 (S2)
Empty based on S1 (ES1)
Empty based on S2 (ES2)

4400
7600
6300
9200

9500
8000
5800
5800

T3 , ts
23,600
3500
7900
5900

T4 , ts
27,600
9200
9000
8100

 d , ts
56,300
20,700
22,700
19,800

- Pre-entrance period, T1
The time from when the droplet is released until the ﬁrst interface node enters the post region.
- Entrance, T2
The time from the end of the pre-entrance period until last
interface node enters the post region.
- Bulk, T3
The period from the end of entrance period until the ﬁrst node
of the interface exits the posts region.
- Exit, T4
From the end of the bulk period until the last interface node
exits the post region.
- Total time in contact with posts,  d
Summation of the entrance, bulk, and exit periods.
Table 2 also contains corresponding values computed for the
equivalent domain without posts.

Fig. 6. Results of applying coupling operators, fint with direction parallel to the bulk driving force, fbulk .
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Fig. 7. Results of applying coupling operators, fint with direction orthogonal to the bulk driving force, fbulk .

Fig. 8. Two post conﬁgurations with setup description and droplet in its initial position.

Fig. 9. Droplet ﬂowing through two post conﬁgurations.
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In all four simulation setups (S1, S2, ES1, and ES2) the Reynolds
number of the ﬂow at the inlet and outlet was 140, but despite this
the droplet retention time in sparse post array (Setup 1) was more
than twice that of the dense array (Setup 2). The major difference
appears in the bulk and the exit periods. Reason for this behavior is
the neutral afﬁnity of the ﬂuids towards the solid posts. While there
is large energy associated with the liquid-droplet interface, the surface energies of the liquid-post and the droplet-post interfaces are
identical. However, although a post has no afﬁnity for a droplet
over the liquid the posts are able to pin the droplet as a post intersecting the droplet boundary replaces some of the droplet-liquid
interface with a boundary that must exist regardless of the droplet
conﬁguration. The result is a net reduction in surface, and thus, for
any droplet-liquid surface energy larger than zero there will be a
pinning effect (regardless of the droplet-liquid surface energy).
A droplet moving into an array of posts provides two mechanisms for changing the total interfacial energy of the system.
Posts that are subsumed into the droplet take up space causing
the outer droplet boundary to expand and increasing the energy of
the system. However, this increase in energy can be offset by the
replacement of high energy droplet-liquid interface with an effectively zero energy droplet-post boundary. The posts are identical
in their interaction with the droplet and the work needed to pass
a post is equivalent to the balance of pinning and depinning forces
summed with frictional losses. In a sparse array of posts the droplet
must overcome the force to break free of each post as it moves forward. However, in the dense array of posts there are multiple low
energy conﬁgurations of the droplet boundary between the posts,
and it is not necessary for the droplet to completely break free of
each post, before it can adhere to the next. Thus in the dense array of
posts the work that must be provided to move the droplet forward
can be considerably less than in the case of the sparse array.
In Setup 1 where the posts are sparsely distributed the droplet
needs considerably more time to overcome pinning forces and
move on to the next posts. The rear of the droplet regularly develops
highly ﬂow resistant concave curvature. In Setup 2 the dense array
of posts provides no such opportunity during bulk and exit periods.
Droplet ﬂow through both conﬁgurations is shown in Fig. 9. Additionally, in the exit period in Setup 1 formation of concave rear is
always accompanied by highly negative pressure drops which by
convention used here indicates even higher droplet resistance to
ﬂow (Fig. 10). In Setup 2, small negative capillary pressure drops
occur only during the entrance period. This detailed analysis of
the ﬂow of the droplet through the post array is technologically
important as it demonstrates that the shape and size of posts can
be designed to provide size selective forces on secondary phases
that can be used to provide novel means for ﬁltering, segregating,
and corralling these secondary phases from within the carrier ﬂow.

Fig. 10. Total normalized capillary pressure drops across the droplet in time for both
setups. Total pressure drops form distinguishable patterns during three droplet ﬂow
periods, entrance, bulk and exit. Highly negative pressure drops indicate additional
ﬂow resistance.

of a post in Setup 1 measuring 500 m we can compute several
physical quantities. Post width in Setup 2 becomes 375 m, size
of both domains is 2.5 × 2.5 cm and initial droplet diameter is
0.5 cm. Droplet retention time,  d in Setup 1 is 16.3 s and in Setup
2 6.0 s. Dividing the length of the post region with the retention
time yields approximate droplet velocity: 0.07 cm/s in Setup 1
and 0.16 cm/s in Setup 2. The continuous liquid ﬂow velocity as
computed from the Reynolds number is 0.28 cm/s. We consider
the obtained values plausible.
5.3. Multiscale modeling

5.2. Scaling of LBM results to physical quantities
The simulations presented here have all been performed within
a system of LBM units – chosen somewhat arbitrarily rather than
representing a particular experimental setup. Thus here we show
that the LBM parameters chosen do map to physically meaningful
system.
The physical spatial dimension per lattice unit is dh =
d2
h
l

dp
dLBM

,

m
lu

and temporal scaling is, th = l LBM , tss (Porter et al., 2009). Here
dp is a dimension in physical units, for example, length of the device,
2

and dLBM is the same dimension in lu. LBM = 16 luts is the kinematic
viscosity (Section 3.1). l and l are density and viscosity of the
continuous phase in physical units.
Assuming properties of water at room temperature,
l = 1000 kg/m3 , l = 1.0 × 10−3 Pa s and taking dp to be width

To demonstrate the proposed multiscale modeling method we
have found interfacial forcing terms values for the two setups.
Interfacial forcing terms were found via iterative – self-consistent
process such to yield the same total bubble retention times in
equivalent geometry. Interfacial forcing terms were non-zero in
the region that would otherwise correspond to post array region
and a single forcing term magnitude was found for each setup. For
Setup 1 the magnitude value was 1.27 × 10−4 which corresponds
to 209 × fbulk in the equivalent domain. For Setup 2 the magnitude
was 1.58 × 10−5 which corresponds to 26 × fbulk . fbulk and Re were
the same for ES1 and ES2.
Additionally, for Setup 2 we developed a forcing term distribution to match the droplet ﬂow periods presented in Table 2. The
distribution consisted of constant interfacial forcing term magnitude values within speciﬁed sections of the entire domain. The
obtained forcing term magnitudes were large compared to the
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Table 3
Results of lower radius simulations with relative differences.
Droplet radius, lu

 d,p , ts

 d,e , ts

 d,m , ts

27.5
56.25
62.25

18,950
21,700
20,700

14,500
22,600
20,700

19,000
22,900
–

d,p −d,m
d,p

× 100, %

−0.26
−5.5
0

driving force magnitude and caused signiﬁcant droplet deformation in the bulk and exit periods. Furthermore, during the
simulation, interface condition started covering interior nodes of
the droplet which may in general inversely inﬂuence the results
and robustness. Thus it does not seem that constant magnitude distribution is suitable for at least this setup. Potentially more superior
distributions could include linear, exponential or other, smoother
functional dependencies of the magnitudes with space.
6. Multiscale modeling results
In this section we present a study of the robustness of the proposed approach. We use the interfacial forcing term magnitude for
Setup 2 reported above on different droplet sizes with ﬁxed Re and
different Re for the same droplet size. Additionally we perform multiscale modeling with an upper domain with coarser computational
grid. Finally we demonstrate successful construction of local subdomains for piecewise modeling of the system from Section 5, also
for Setup 2.
6.1. Robustness of the multiscale method
The robustness of the method was investigated by applying
the coupling operator reported in Section 5.3 in a geometry corresponding to Setup 2. Two groups of cases were investigated with
smaller Re and smaller droplet diameters. Smaller Re included
applying originally developed coupling operator on a droplet of the
same dimensions as in Section 5 in a system with lower velocities.
Numerical experiments with smaller droplet sizes involved applying a scaled coupling operator on a droplet with the same Re as in
Section 5 runs.
6.1.1. Lower Re simulations
The Reynolds numbers used were 8 and 70 whereas the original
Re was 140. Our choice of Re was such that in one case the droplet
would not manage to enter the post array whereas in the other it
would ﬂow through the post region with a visibly lower velocity.
The forcing terms opposed the bulk ﬂow direction with magnitude
of fint = 1.58 × 10−5 . For Re = 8.0 the droplet did not enter the post
region. Application of the coupling operator reproduces this behavior exactly in the coarse scale level. In case of Re = 70.0, the retention
time of the droplet in the fully resolved domain with posts was
56,100 ts and in the equivalent, empty, domain upon application
of the upscaling operator it was 50,200 ts. This corresponds to a
10.52% relative error. For a comparison, the droplet retention in
an empty domain with no coupling operator applied was 36,200 ts
which is considerably less than in the actual domain with posts.
6.1.2. Smaller droplet dimensions simulations
Two smaller droplets were simulated with radiuses of 27.5 lu
and 56.25 lu (compared to the original 62.25 lu). These simulations
with smaller radius yielded excellent agreement when applying
the upscaling operator, a radius close to the original value was also
tested to verify its performance. Re was ﬁxed for all three setups to
about 140.0. Results are displayed in Table 3 along with tier comparison with values for the original radius, R0 .  d,p , ts represents
total time in contact with posts on the ﬁne scale as deﬁned in Section 5.1.  d,e , ts is the total time in contact with posts on the coarse
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scale without coupling operator applied to the droplet interface,
fint = 0.  d,m , ts is the time in contact with post on the coarse scale
with coupling operator applied on droplet interface. As the size of
a droplet is changed we need to include a proportionality factor
to scale the original forcing term magnitude fint,0 reported inSec
tion 5.3. The factor assumes linear change and was deﬁned as

R0
Rd

where Rd is the new radius, either 27.5or 
56.25 lu. The adjusted

forcing term magnitude becomes fint =

R0
Rd

× fint ,0 .

6.2. Multiscale modeling with a coarse upper level
In addition to multiscale modeling with the upper level having
the same grid size as the lower, we have performed simulations
with a coarse upper level. This is the ultimate goal of our two level
approach. The upper level was an empty domain with walls on the
sides and its size was 300 × 300 lu. Fine scale was Setup 2 described
in Section 5.1.
We developed the coupling operator based on the simulation with Re = 140 and Rd = 62.25 lu which we approximated with
Rd = 32 lu on the coarse scale. The coupling operator was found to
be 1.08 × 10−4 or 27 × fbulk , which is a ratio remarkably close to the
one obtained for S2 without the coarser grid (Section 5.3).
In LBM spatial and temporal resolution are coupled, hence to
develop the operator and perform a robustness study droplet retention times on the ﬁne scale have to be converted to physical units
from which they are re-converted into LBM time steps on the
coarse scale. This is done using the spatial and temporal scaling
relation introduced in Section 5.2. Again assuming that the continuous liquid is water, the time step conversion factor for S2
becomes 2.8935 × 10−4 s/ts and the one for new coarse scale is
1.1574 × 10−3 s/ts. Notice that due to square dependency of time
step on the grid size, the coarse scale time step is four times larger.
This signiﬁes that running the simulation until some ﬁxed physical
time on the coarse scale will not only take less computational effort
due to coarser spatial grid but also due to increased LBM time step.
Robustness study was performed for three cases as in Section 6.1. In the ﬁrst case, Re was about 70 and the droplet radius was
the same as in the original setup, Rd = 62.25 lu on the ﬁne scale and
Rd = 32 lu on the coarse scale. Compared was the total time in contact with posts. The relative error between ﬁne and coarse scales
measured 32.1%. A second case included the same droplet radius
with even lower Re of 8.0. On the ﬁne scale the droplet did not
cross the post array, on the coarse scale it did, but only after a very
long time period. Finally, in the third study the Re measured 140.0
but the droplet radius was 27.5 lu on the ﬁne scale and 14.0 lu on
the coarse scale. The relative error between those two cases was
7.1%. In all three of the cases in this robustness study increasing the
coarseness of the lattice resulted in higher errors compared to the
simulations with coarse scale with the same grid as the ﬁne scale.
Nevertheless, the size of the errors is still sufﬁciently low for many
applications.
6.3. Construction of local subdomains
The concept of piecewise modeling is schematically displayed
in Fig. 11. Piecewise modeling consists of modeling only part of the
original domain as outlined in Section 2.3. For a given architecture
one can select its characteristic regions, most relevant to the ﬂow
of dispersed phase, model them separately, and then extrapolate
the ﬂow information to cover the entire device. While the idea of
piecewise modeling is not novel, applying it to fully resolved ﬂow of
bubbles or droplets is yet to be explored. Here we present results of
the ﬁrst piecewise modeling step, namely constructing local subdomains for Setup 2 geometry for Rd = 62.25 lu and Reynolds number
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Fig. 11. Piecewise modeling procedure.

about 140. Besides rules for creating the subdomains, we evaluate
the performance of subdomains compared to original system.
Based on numerical experiments we have established several
rules for successful generation of local subdomains thus far:

In the presented simulations the inlet, bulk and outlet from the post
region were simulated within the same run with some space for the
bulk ﬂow. The bulk ﬂow is compared as droplet velocity computed
from times and distances travelled by droplet front. In the original
size setup the bulk ﬂow was 0.0174 lu/ts.
The new domain was 600 × 442 lu instead of the original
600 × 600 lu, with the post array spanning from y = 235 lu to
y = 425 lu which was 40 lu shorter than the ﬁne scale domain. The
results were 8100 ts, −1.25% error for the inlet period and exact timing for the exit, and the bulk velocity was 0.0186 lu/ts with relative
error of 6.90%.
Since the above listed rules were derived based on simulations with Rb = 62.25 lu to further test their applicability we have
constructed a local subdomain for the Rb = 27.5 lu case. The local
subdomain was 600 × 286 lu and the posts spanned from y = 159 lu
to y = 269 lu. The inlet and exit times were the same as in the original
simulation while droplet bulk velocity was 0.0164 lu/ts, differing by
3.8%.
In the above we have shown that the proposed piecewise
modeling provides potentially sufﬁcient modeling accuracy while
considerably lowering computational effort. Moreover, it can be
used as a stand-alone tool for two-phase ﬂow characterization or
as a ﬁne, lower level in multiscale modeling.

Shan and Chen Lattice Boltzmann model, and it was demonstrated
by simulation of retention times of a dispersed phase ﬂowing
through microscale post array.
The demonstration of the proposed multiscale modeling
approach involves a coupling operator in the form of discrete vector
ﬁelds applied at the interface of the dispersed phase. Coupling operator was built into SC LBM as a source term, and deﬁned as non-zero
only at the interfacial nodes. Inclusion of the coupling operator did
not cause instabilities and its impact on conservation properties
was satisfactory. Tests with multiple coupling operators of various magnitudes and directions veriﬁed that a droplet behavior is
sensitive to the directions and magnitudes of the applied operator.
Multiscale modeling was applied to two model systems with
rectangular posts of different spacing and dimensions. Simulation
results were physically plausible which was conﬁrmed through
scaling of selected quantities from LB to physical units. Coupling
operators were obtained for both setups. Operators provided the
same retention times of the droplet in the geometrically uniform
domain as in the post region of fully resolved domain including
the posts. Developed coupling operators were also tested for their
robustness yielding good accuracy in all investigated cases.
We also demonstrated the concept of piecewise modeling of
microarchitectures with posts. Rules for piecewise modeling were
developed and supported with sufﬁciently accurate numerical
results.
Proposed approach can be used for characterization of
microscale-based structures and for more efﬁcient optimization
of the design and operating parameters of processes performed
in microscale-based structures. A broader applications of the proposed multiscale modeling, attained through further development,
could facilitate inverse construction of microarchitectures based on
simulations on the upper level and corresponding coupling operators. In other words, geometric characteristics of post arrays could
be determined from the coupling operator values and distributions. This would enable efﬁcient design optimization, as most
of the computational effort would shift to the coarser (upper)
scale. Manipulation of the coupling operator would induce speciﬁc
behavior of the dispersed phase, which would then be translated
into speciﬁc design of microscale features in the fully resolved
domain.

7. Conclusions and outlook
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